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1000 HP DREAM BOAT

South Australian Barry Williams’ new cray boat takes to the waves

Jayden Lee switches from V12s to
Scania V8s for improved performance.

A new pilot boat for Darwin helps the
port prepare for a 40% traffic increase.

David Perham sticks with Scania for his
successful cray fishing operation.
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Dream Boat
After 30 years on the water Barry Williams knows what
makes a great cray boat, and Scania’s new 1000 hp V8
ensures his newest is the best yet.
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S

outh Australia’s Port MacDonnellbased cray fisherman Barry Williams
has taken delivery of a new 61-foot
boat that is powered by the new Scania
1000 hp V8 16.4-litre marine engine.
The motor powers a new West
Australian Shoreline-built vessel that is
said to be the largest now berthed at the
Port MacDonnell harbour, home to around
40 cray fishing boats in Australia’s premier
cray fishing waters.
Named ‘BroJak’ after Barry’s sons
Brodie and Jack, the vessel will be
used for daily fishing in the October to
May quota period in South Australian
waters. The boat supersedes Barry’s
previous vessel of the same name (also
Scania powered) and will fish alongside
‘Aqua Jade’ his other workboat which is
powered by a 900 hp Scania V8, which
now has 4500 wholly reliable hours on
its clock. This boat will now be used by a
crew working for Barry while he and his
sons fish off BroJak.
“‘Aqua Jade’s 900 hp V8 has been
delivering 28-30 litres an hour fuel
efficiency out at sea and around 75-litres
per hour at cruise, and I am delighted with
that,” Barry said.
“This is far superior fuel performance
compared with the American engines I
have been used to in the past. I expect
the same or better from the new Scania
1000 hp engine,” Barry said.
“Scania has been great as an engine
supplier. The motors have been reliable,
powerful and have the performance I

need. The 900 hp engine in ‘Aqua Jade’
starts at the first twist of the key and it
runs at 21 knots at 1900 rpm.
“But this is the dream boat,” Barry
said of BroJak. “One thing I have noticed
about the new engine is that it’s so
much quieter when it’s running. We can
even have a conversation in the engine
room, which is very unusual for cray boat
engines.
“The performance is very smooth
and the sea trials in West Australia were
impressive. The boat ran faultlessly from
the go, and after trucking it across the
Nullarbor, we put it in the water at Cape
Jaffa and got to Port MacDonnell in about
6 hours.

Brodie, Jack and Barry Williams, top
left, on the deck of BroJak, Barry with
the engine, and the engine bay of the
new Shoreline-built 61-footer. Main pic,
testing at Port MacDonnell.
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Dream Boat

Above, top, Barry in the captain’s chair
looking pretty pleased with his new
boat.
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“So, out of the box it was pushing 21
knots at a 2000 rpm cruise!
“Because this is the newest and
biggest boat in the harbour, everyone has
been asking about it along the coast. The
next biggest boat is a 60-footer, so we
have moved the game on,” Barry said.
“The new engine really holds the
power well and the boat is very stable
in the water. It’s got plenty of power for
getting through the breakers. The engine
really bites.
“It was more expensive than the
900 hp V8, but so far it has been worth
every cent,” Barry said. “I expect to put
1000 hours on it per year.
“It is the boat that I always wanted to
build. It is bigger and more powerful than
anything I have had before. It will give
me the range to go further in a day, to
widen the area within which we can fish,”
Barry said. “I am seeing 30 litres per hour
already, and it is a level of consumption I
am very happy with.”
The Scania V8 utilises the latest
Scania engine control electronics to talk
seamlessly to the ZF 500 gearbox which
drives a screw propeller.
“BroJak is a very well-equipped
boat,” Barry said. “It can accommodate 6
comfortably, not that we plan to sleep in
it, but it has a kitchen and bathroom and
shower and hot water service.”
It is also equipped with state-of-the-art
cray fishing technology, able to map the
ocean floor and build an image of where
the crays are likely to be.
“The Scania electronic engine
management and information displays
can be configured exactly as I want
them to be which means I can monitor
engine speed or temperature or instant
fuel consumption in litres per hour,

which is one of the most important
measurements,” Barry said.
“Everyone wants to know how much
fuel they are using. Today this is standard,
whereas not so long ago these readouts
used to be very expensive additions. In
the old days, you would have to drive
the boat for a week on one setting and
note the fuel used manually and then try
another week at a different setting which
could cost you a lot of fuel. But now you
can see consumption in real time,” Barry
said.
Barry Williams is a long-time Scania
marine engine customer, and he has his
vessels maintained by Randall Jones,
owner of Ashbrook Diesel, Scania’s
marine engine service agent.
Scania has seen a significant uptick in
interest in its marine engines, as a result
of purchases by professional fishermen
like Barry.
“I have had lots of questions from cray
fishermen in the port about the Scania
experience, and I would say I have been
responsible for getting a few of them over
the line,” Barry said.
“Ten years ago, there were only a few
Scania engines powering the cray fleet
but now they account for around 25-30%
of the market here,” Randall said.
Four of the eight boats Barry has
owned over the past 30 years have
been powered or repowered by Scania
engines.
“We have another customer in the port
who puts about 2000 hours on his boat
each year, far more than any of the other
fisherman. His boat has been repowered

with a Scania engine, a DI13 6-cylinder,”
Randall said.
“We had an engine available when he
needed one and we were able to install
it quite easily into his boat, and he has
been very pleased with the performance.
He said he enjoys the fact that a compact
6-cylinder engine delivers such reliable hp
and fuel economy, a similar story to many
other customers in the area,” he said.
“We are very pleased with the
performance of the new 1000 hp Scania
16.4-litre engine,” said Jeremy Tennant,
Technical Sales Manager for Scania in
Western Australia and South Australia.
“The new common rail injection
technology in this engine contributes to
its quietness as well as its fuel efficiency,
as it offers pre-, main and post-injection
in every firing cycle. The new injection
system is responsible for the smooth
power delivery that Barry has already

noticed, assisted by a successful
installation in the hull,” he said.
“The engine’s performance is easily
channelled through the ZF 500 gearbox
and channelled to the drive, and excellent
fuel consumption is a given. Unlike with
the previous engine, with the 1000 hp
unit we were able to plug the gearbox oil
cooler plumbing straight into the system,
saving time, complexity and cost.
“We discussed the engine installation
with boat-builder Shoreline at an early
stage and the installation went very
smoothly,” Jeremy said.
“With this new boat Barry is a fantastic
advertisement for Scania marine power in
the best cray fishing waters in Australia.
With the economy of operation Scania
engines provide, he will be able to
maximise the profitability of his business
as well as enjoy access to 1000 hp on the
water,” he said.

Randall Jones, far right with the engine
he’ll be maintaining, standing outside
his premises in Port MacDonnell,
and with Scania’s Jeremy Tennant on
the deck. Top right, Port MacDonnell
celebrates its role as a key cray fishing
town in Australia.
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